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Seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject Business economics - General, grade: 1,3, University of Applied
Sciences Essen, language: English, abstract: According to the “Focus” magazine approximately 13 million Germans
contributed to the shadow economy in 2006! The estimations of Friedrich Schneider, one distinguished expert in this
area, showed that the extent of the shadow economy in Germany in 2007 was about 349 billion Euros, which equals to
14.7 percent of Germany’s gross domestic product (GDP)! The scope of the present assignment is to provide an allembracing and critical overview of the shadow economy, to introduce the main causes, effects and dimensions of the
shadow economy and to find answer the question how shadow activities can be limited. In this context the hidden sector
can be defined as all economic activities that are not recorded in the national accounts, but normally should be a part of
them and be included in GDP. These actions can be on the one hand absolutely legal in the self-sufficient economy like
do-it-your-self, neighbourhood help, but on the other hand completely illegal activities like dealing with drugs and
smuggling as well as legal activities, which are illegally being carried out, e.g. tax evasion or illicit work. The main and
most vital reasons for the existence and constant growth of the shadow economy are high taxes or social security
contributions burden and the intensity of state regulations. But also sociological-psychological causes like subjective
perception of tax burden, falling society values, a bad tax morale and declining loyalty towards the state can have a
tremendous impact on the size of the hidden economy. But is the shadow economy a threat to the official sector? At first
glance, the question whether the shadow economy is dangerous might appear strange. However, there are several
controversial opinions about this matter. The analysis of the effects caused by the existence and the growth of the
shadow economy is a contradictory topic. The present assignment characterizes the main negative, e.g. distortion of
official economic statistics, lower tax revenues and positive effects, e.g. price stabilization, creation of new jobs of the
shadow economy and their influence on the national economy. Following this, the study presents the most popular
methods of measuring the shadow economy: direct methods that are mostly based on surveys, the indirect ones that
attempt to quantify shadow economic activities by seeking traces left in the official sector and the so-called model
approach, which tries to determine the hidden economy by ...
A guide to the continually evolving field of labour economics.
Studies in the Economics of Aging is the fourth book in a series from the National Bureau of Economic Research that
addresses economic issues in aging and retirement. Building on the research in The Economics of Aging (1989), Issues
in the Economics of Aging (1990), and Topics in the Economics of Aging (1992), this volume examines elderly population
growth and government spending, life expectancy and health, saving for retirement and housing values, aging in
Germany and Taiwan, and the utilization of nursing home and other long-term care.
Essay from the year 2012 in the subject Geography / Earth Science - Economic Geography, grade: 1,0, University of Frankfurt (Main) (Institut
fur Humangeographie), course: Cultural Geographies of Economy, language: English, abstract: This paper discusses the relation of Richard
Florida's notion of creative cities, cluster economics, and urban policies towards creative industries. Two empirical cases, San Diego's
bioscience cluster and Berlin's club scene, are examined in order to reconstruct their success, analyze corresponding factors, identify
challenges and problems, and discuss recent developments. Conclusions will be drawn on what city governments' policies can or cannot as
well as should not do to support creative industries. It will be argued that the scope of urban policies even in a Floridaesque age of creative
cities is still wellrelated to ('traditional') cluster policies but therefore also limited by scale and dependent on private enterprises and cluster
actors that have an active role in attracting other creative people.
Seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject Business economics - Business Management, Corporate Governance, grade: 1,2, Berlin
School of Economics and Law (Institut of Management Berlin), course: MBA Seminar, language: English, abstract: An organization’s
accomplishments are determined by factors within its internal and external environment. A business can increase its success by
implementing strategies which influence these factors to its advantage. A successful organization will not only be aware of these existing
factors but also anticipate change and evaluate likely effects, so that it can benefit from changes within the environment in which it operates
and apply growth strategies. Understand today, shape tomorrow – would be an accurate summary in this correlation. Environmental analysis
will facilitate understanding what is happening both inside and outside a company or branch while this knowledge is exploited to ensure
economic success. In order to execute an environmental analysis, one must systematically understand how organizational environments are
structured. An organization’s environment can be divided into three distinct levels: internal environment, operating environment and general
environment. This division will help to grasp a company’s situation. Micro-environmental factors are internal conditions the organization can
control, external factor are complex to manipulate. In the following, two of the most common environmental analyses will be carried out and
explained, the first being the PESTEL Analysis, and second tool for an external factor analysis is the SWOT analysis. Both will be elaborated
in the following chapters.
"Prepared in cooperation with the Liberian Geological Survey, Ministry of Lands and Mines, under the auspices of the Government of Liberia
and the Agency for International Development, U.S. Department of State.
Tools are needed to define, measure and assess pollution in processes and products, to direct and measure improvements in designing
cleaner processes and products, and to design benign processes and products. Life cycle assessment, process simulation and integration,
material substitution and environmental impact assessment are some of these tools. Advances have been made recently in incorporating
environmental criteria in process and product design, some renditions of which are commercially available. This is the first compilation of
methods, tools and models that can be used to design products and manufacturing processes that prevent pollution from occurring in the first
place, rather than treating the wastes after they are formed. There is also a critique of social barriers to pollution prevention. Readership:
Scientists and advisors in academia, government and industry engaged in encouraging, enforcing, developing and/or implementing cleaner
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processes and products.

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Workshop on Internet and Network Economics,
WINE 2005, held in Hong Kong, China in December 2005. The 108 revised full papers presented together with 2 invited
talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 372 submissions. There are 31 papers in the main program and 77
papers presented in 16 special tracks covering the areas of internet and algorithmic economics, e-commerce protocols,
security, collaboration, reputation and social networks, algorithmic mechanism, financial computing, auction algorithms,
online algorithms, collective rationality, pricing policies, web mining strategies, network economics, coalition strategies,
internet protocols, price sequence, and equilibrium.
In this landmark volume, Greg J. Duncan and Richard J. Murnane lay out a meticulously researched case showing
how—in a time of spiraling inequality—strategically targeted interventions and supports can help schools significantly
improve the life chances of low-income children. The authors offer a brilliant synthesis of recent research on inequality
and its effects on families, children, and schools. They describe the interplay of social and economic factors that has
made it increasingly hard for schools to counteract the effects of inequality and that has created a widening wedge
between low- and high-income students. Restoring Opportunity provides detailed portraits of proven initiatives that are
transforming the lives of low-income children from prekindergarten through high school. All of these programs are
research-tested and have demonstrated sustained effectiveness over time and at significant scale. Together, they offer a
powerful vision of what good instruction in effective schools can look like. The authors conclude by outlining the elements
of a new agenda for education reform. Restoring Opportunity is a crowning contribution from these two leading
economists in the field of education and a passionate call to action on behalf of the young people on whom our nation’s
future depends. Copublished with the Russell Sage Foundation
Starting with the imminent roll-out of the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) and fourth-Generation networking technology,
Next Generation Networks (NGN) are gradually becoming reality, with charging and Quality-of-Service (QoS) issues as
two of the key drivers for the evolution toward the convergent all-IP network of the future. Therefore, the 6th International
Workshop on Internet Charging and QoS Technology (ICQT 2009) was devoted to discussing the most recent
approaches, models, and mechanisms in this highly interesting and important research area. The present volume of the
Lecture Notes in Computer Science series includes those papers presented at ICQT 2009—collocated this year with the
IFIP Networking 2009 conference—taking place on May 15, 2009, in Aachen, Germany and hosted by the RheinischWestfälische Technische Hochschule (RWTH Aachen). For the commercial success of future QoS-enabled
communication services, the emergence of viable business models, pricing schemes, and charging and accounting
mechanisms is of paramount importance. Problems in this domain can only be addressed through a broad
interdisciplinary approach linking together a variety of technical and economic perspectives, which are constantly driving
a plethora of relevant research t- ics for application developers, business architects, network providers, service providers,
and customers. Within the current trend toward a convergent NGN architecture, compe- tion modeling, pricing
mechanisms, and the economics of inter-domain traffic are of specific importance and urgency. Thus, they determined—in
the form of three technical sessions—the core of the ICQT 2009 program.
The Encyclopedia of Health Economics offers students, researchers and policymakers objective and detailed empirical
analysis and clear reviews of current theories and polices. It helps practitioners such as health care managers and
planners by providing accessible overviews into the broad field of health economics, including the economics of
designing health service finance and delivery and the economics of public and population health. This encyclopedia
provides an organized overview of this diverse field, providing one trusted source for up-to-date research and analysis of
this highly charged and fast-moving subject area. Features research-driven articles that are objective, better-crafted, and
more detailed than is currently available in journals and handbooks Combines insights and scholarship across the
breadth of health economics, where theory and empirical work increasingly come from non-economists Provides
overviews of key policies, theories and programs in easy-to-understand language
This volume contains 14 essays on seminal topics in economic analysis by internationally renowned scholars.
This Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the modern economics of education literature, bringing together a series of original
contributions by globally renowned experts in their fields. Covering a wide variety of topics, each chapter assesses the most recent research
with an emphasis on skills, evaluation and data analytics.
Resources in EducationFUNDAMENTALS OF ECONOMICS & MANAGEMENT (Paper 1 of ICWAI Foundation) Syllabus 2012TRUE
CLASSESIndian Economy Compendium for IAS Prelims General Studies Paper 1 & State PSC Exams 4th EditionDisha PublicationsGlobal
economic Development within the Scope of Apple Inc.GRIN Verlag
Seminar paper from the year 2012 in the subject Business economics - Miscellaneous, grade: 1,3, Reutlingen University, language: English,
abstract: A nearly consistent trend of soaring deficit spending in order to “bridge the gap between tax revenues and spending outlays”
(Cashell, 2010) resulted in a tremendous accumulation of public debt in the United States over the last decades. Public debt, defined as “the
external obligations of the government” (OECD, 2001), has a major effect on an economy’s development. As the U.S. public debt is
increasingly seen as “hold[ing] back growth” (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2011) and causing economic decline (Elliot, 2011), it is worth
examining its causes and economic significance in the world’s largest economy. This essay will examine the economic significance and
influential factors causing the consistent increase of public debt in the United States. A discussion of future developments and recommended
procedures is thus, beyond the scope of this essay. An assessment on the status quo will first be made on the basis of exogenous drivers in
connection with its economic affects, followed by an examination of the potential internal factors of the problem.
Project Report from the year 2011 in the subject Business economics - Business Management, Corporate Governance, grade: 1,5, University
of Cooperative Education Stuttgart; Horb, language: English, abstract: From the contemporary dominance of the shareholder value approach
arises more and more the necessity to precisely detect its performance as shareholder value is broadly seen as a significant indicator
determining a company’s success or failure. However, measuring the performance of a company’s shareholder value can be very
challenging. Hence, the purpose of this paper is to deal with a well-known approach that enables businesses to detect its shareholder value
performance: Economic Value Added (EVA). The thesis discusses the correlation between EVA and shareholder value, it further outlines its
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main drivers. In the second part, the paper elaborates on the specific links of the EVA approach to a regional Sales department and identifies
the department’s main leverages on EVA. In order to detect the influence of the main operative decisions on EVA, the thesis introduces the
key figure Effect-on-EVA. The applicability of Effect-on-EVA is shown in a model calculation. Above all, this project thesis shall create a
profound practical value by sharpening the awareness of how to influence EVA in a positive way. In order to meet the recommended scope,
the paper does not elaborate Asset Management, Accounts Receivable Management and Incentive Compensation in detail, but strives to
point out the respective links to EVA.
This book is mainly a collection of selected papers presented at the International Conference on Economics of Education at the University of
Tartu, Estonia. The contributions presented here illustrate the wide variety of issues as human and social capital, skills, education and
research institutions, educational services, and management, accounting and compensation systems in schools and universities. This
collection of studies provides information, ideas and research that should be valuable for practitioners, policy makers, academics and
students.
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